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Observation of Interests. — Observation of a child's likes
and dislikes is instructive. For example, the kind of stories
and the parts in which children are- most interested may be
discovered by telling them various kinds of tales, while some
unobtrusive observer makes detailed notes of the children's
reactions — the points at which their attention is heightened
and at which it is diminished, the parts at which they smile
or laugh, and the comments and exclamations they make.
If the observer has a copy of the story, he may make in the
margin a minus sign indicating attention to something else,
an O indicating a passive attitude; a plus sign, slight atten-
tion; two plusses, marked attention; three plusses, complete
absorption; and other similar marks to make a rapid and
complete record of responses. After the story is told, talking
it over with the children in informal conversation, asking
children to draw pictures illustrating the story, or to drama-
tize the story will bring out the points which made the
greatest appeal.
rating  of  children's   behavior
Rating scales are essentially means of directing observa-
tion. It is especially desirable that observation be directed
toward positive aspects of development rather than toward
behavior problems. From this standpoint a most useful
rating scale for teachers of preschool and primary children
is the Winnetka Scale for Rating School Behavior and Atti-
tudes,5 because it is constructed in terms of everyday class-
room situations. It directs the teacher's attention to the way
children behave when they are taking turns with apparatus
or materials, have a social task to complete, are faced with
failure, and are engaged in other daily activities. The adult's
observation is further guided by a series of statements under
each heading, ranging from the most approved response to
the least approved. The tendency in rating is away from
the rating of such general traits as honesty and toward either
s Dorothy Van Alstyne and the Winnetka Public School Faculty, Winnetka
Scale for Rating School Behavior. Winnetka, Illinois: Winnetka Educational
Press.

